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1. Introduction. 1.1. Definition. *) Let 2- 2(w) be continuous,
differeniable and monotone increasing in (0, oo), and let it end

o infinity as w---,oo. For a given series

C(w)- , {2(w)-2(n)}’a (r>O).

Then the series , a is called to be summable R, 2, (r0), if

for a positive number A.
For r 0, and non-integral w, we have

d [ C,(w)]_ r2’(w)
dw {2(w)} {2(w)}t+

{2(w)-2(n)}’-t2(n)a"

Hence a is summable R, 2, r[ (r>0), if and only if

12(w)}+"
{2(w)-- 2(n)}’-2(n)a, dw

1.2. We supse that f(t) is integrable in the Lesgue sense
in the interval (-z, z), and is riodic with ri 2z, so that

(1.2.1) f(t) ao+ (a cos nt+ b, sin nt) ao+ (t).

Then the allied series is

(1.2.2) (b, cos nt-a sin nt)- B(t).
We write

 {f(x+ t)-f(x- t)}, o(t)- (u)(1.2.3) du.
J

The object of the present paper is to prove the following
2Theorem. If t- 8(t) log e L(0, z), then (1.2.2) is summable

]R, logw, 2[ at t-x.
This theorem was conjectur by N. Bu in a stronger fore.

2. Proof of the Theorem. 2.1. We write

E log.(lo  w) si.
/

*) Mohanty (1).
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(2.1.2) - COS.
For the proof of the theorem we require the following lemmas:

Lemma 1. g(w, )-O(w log w).
ProoL By (2.1.1),

Now we put

log n(log )-.log n(log)+..log n(log )-P+Q.
( ) is monotone increasing in 1<w’, we hae,8inee log g log

by the second mean alue theorem,

P log w ) du+ O((log w) )

log wi(log w)wi+ O((log w)) O(wt(log w)2).

w) is monotone decreasing in w haveSince log u log w we

Q .Iog u log w du+ O((log w)s) log w . log w du O((log w))

dv O((log w)) -O(w log w).log=w log w
v

Hence we get the required inequality.
Lemma 2. g(w, t)-O(t-(log w)2).
PooL By Al’s lemma, we have

g(w, t)- log n(log w). sin nt._ J log n log +O(t-w- log w)

+O(t-’w- log w)
O(t-(log w)2),

( w) is monotone increasing in luw’ and monotonesince log u _lg
decrsing in w uw.

Lemma 3. g(w, t)-O(t- log w).
PooL Using Al’s lemma twice, we have

g(w, t)- log n(log w)sinnt
 ’(log. w)
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so that
A (log log-)l+O(t-"w-logw)

t" .i+.I.<_2 +O(t-w- log w)-
is monotone decreasing in 1<ew and mono-Since log log

tone inereasing in ew g -, we

log -

Thus from (2.1.3), (2.1.4), and (2.1.5), we get the required inequality.
Lemma 4. h(w, t)=O(t-w log w).
Proof. Using Abel’s lemma to (2.1.2), we get

h(w, t)- n log n log cos nt,_ A log log

{,, } A (p+Q)+O(t_ log w),A + + O(t- log w)-
( ) is monotone inereasing inwhere is ken so that log log

1 <w end monotone deereesing in
we get P=O(w log w) and =O(w log ). Henee we get the required
inequality.

Lemma 5. h(w,t)=O(t-(logw)).
Proof. By twice use of Abel’s lemma, we

h(w, t)- ’ (n log n log w) D,(t)+ O(t-’ log w)

Therefore

tW .- +O(t-2 log w)

A { } A (p+Q)+O(t_,log w)
t

+ + O(t- log W)

(Binee g log log is monotone inereasing in 1

monotone decreasing in e-w ,
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Hence we get the required inequality.
Lemma 6. h(w, t)=O(t- log w).
Proof. By three time use of Abel’s lemma, we have

h(w, t)- , zt’(n log n log __w ) , Do(t)+ O(t- log w)
-2

4 sin’ t/

sin’
1 ,(nlognlogW)4 sin t/2 - cos (n+ 1)t+ O(t- log w)

1 ,(nlognlogW)4 sin t/2 .-
cos (n+ 1)t + O(t-2 log w).

Thus we have

h(w, t) <’_ zP(n log n log) [+O(t-" log w)

t ,,+,1/2,,’,- +O(t log w)-A(P+)+O(t-’ log

Since log log is monotone deereasing in 1g<w end mono-

tone inersing in w, we

P-.I A (1 log llg-) -O(log w).

8imihrlg we hae =O(w- log w). Hence we ge he required
inequality.

2.2.
we find

(2.2.1)

We shall now prove the theorem. By integrating by parts,

iB(x)- 2__ (t) sin nt dr- -2__ t0’(t) sin nt dt
I 7

The series , B(x) is summable ]R, log w, 2 l, if

I=
w(logw)

Substituting (2.2.1) for B,,(x), we have, by (2.1.1) and (2.1.2),

(2.2.2) I<2 I" O(t)[dr I w-(log w)-lg(w, t)]dw

+ t o(t) dt w-(logw)-lMw,

Since I t-l 0(t)[log 2z: dt is finite, it is enough to show that
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and

I1- w-l(log w)-31g(w, t) dw-O t- log- for O(t(7;

/- w-(log w)- h(w, t) dw 0 t-" log --2 log , A-e’ and letLet A-
(2.2.3)

A

Using Lemma 1, we have

(2.2.4)
t ] /"

By Lemma 2, we have

By Lemma 3, we have

(2.2.6) I:O(t-’ ,w-(log w)-dw)-O(t-).
Nenee from (..), (..), (..g), end (..6), we get I-0 t- log

It remains to roe that I,=O t-’ log et A- log

&=" and let

(e.e.7) + +
By Lemma 4, we have

By Lemma 5, we have
a 2

Bg emme
(2.2.10) I,-O(t- w-(log w)-’dw)-O(t-2).
Hence from (2.2.7), (2.2.8), (2.2.9), and (2.2.10), we have the required
inequalily for I. Thus the prf of the theorem is complete.

The author has great pleasure in taking this oprtunity of ex-
pressing his wamest thanks to Professor S. Izumi for his valuable
suggestion and guidance.
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